




















































Objective:	 To	 investigate	 expertise	 related	differences	 in	 the	 quality,	 certainty	and	 consistency	 of	 intra-operative	 surgical	 decision-making	 (DM)	 and	characterise	 the	 decision	 systems	 operators’	 employ	 using	 functional	neuroimaging.			
Background:	 Intra-operative	 DM	 strategy	 has	 been	 under-investigated	 and	 is	more	 likely	 to	 be	 deduced	 from	patterns	 of	 brain	 activation	 during	DM	 rather	than	 an	 analysis	 of	 operative	manoeuvres	 per	 se.	 Novices	 are	 hypothesised	 to	rely	on	effortful,	goal	orientated	DM	which	is	known	to	lead	to	activation	across	the	 dorsolateral	 prefrontal	 cortex	 (DLPFC),	 whereas	 experts	 are	 expected	 to	utilise	 habitual	 DM	 in	 which	 decisions	 are	 ingrained,	 recognition-primed	 and	PFC	independent.		
Methods:	22	subjects	(10	medical	student	novices,	7	residents	and	5	attendings)	participated	 in	 a	 study	 that	 required	 them	 to	 review	 intra-operative	 videos	(simulated	 laparoscopic	 cholecystectomy),	 determine	 the	 next	 safest	 operative	manoeuvre	 upon	 video	 termination	 (10s),	 and	 report	 their	 decision	 certainty.	Decision-making	 paradigms	 were	 classified	 according	 whether	 or	 not	 the	operator’s	next	technical	move	was	declared	(‘primed’)	or	hidden	(‘unprimed’).	Simultaneously,	 changes	 in	 cortical	 oxygenated	 haemoglobin	 (HbO₂)	 and	deoxygenated	 haemoglobin	 (HHb)	 inferring	 prefrontal	 activation	 (i.e.	 HbO2	increase	 and	 HHb	 decrease),	 were	 recorded	 using	 Optical	 Topography	 (ETG-4000,	 Hitachi	 Medical	 Corp).	 Decision	 certainty,	 consistency	 (primed	 versus	unprimed)	and	quality	(script	concordance)	were	assessed.			
Results:	Attendings	 and	 residents	were	 significantly	more	 certain	 of	 decisions	(p<0.001)	 and	 decision	 quality	was	 observed	 to	 be	 superior	 to	 novices	 (script	
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concordance:	attendings	=	90%,	residents	=	78.3%,	novices	=	53.3%).	Decision	consistency	 (primed	 versus	 un-primed)	 was	 significantly	 superior	 in	 both	experts	 (p<0.001)	 and	 residents	 (p<0.05)	 compared	 to	 novices	 (p=0.183).	During	 un-primed	 DM,	 novices	 significantly	 activated	 the	 DLPFC	 whereas	significant	 activation	 was	 not	 observed	 amongst	 residents	 and	 attendings.	Medial	PFC	activation	trends	were	observed	only	in	novices.	During	primed	DM,	significant	activation	was	not	observed	in	any	group.		
Conclusion:	Expert	 DM	 is	 characterised	 by	 improved	 quality,	 consistency	 and	certainty.	Attendings	employ	a	habitual	decision	system	that	appears	to	be	PFC	independent,	 whereas	 novices	 utilise	 an	 effortful	 goal-orientated	 approach	under	uncertainty.	In	the	presence	of	operative	cues	(primes)	novices	disengage	the	PFC	and	appear	to	accept	the	observed	decision	as	correct.		
	
Keywords:	 decision-making,	 functional,	 near-infrared	 spectroscopy,	 brain,	prefrontal,	simulation,	surgery,	training,		 	
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Main	Manuscript		A	 surgeon’s	 ability	 to	 make	 reasoned	 judgements	 under	 pressure	 during	operative	 interventions	 influences	 surgical	 workflow	 and	 patient	 safety.	Accurate	perception	 and	 interpretation	of	 the	dynamic	nature	of	 the	operative	scene	 known	 as	 situational	 awareness	 (SA)1	 and	 appropriate	 decision-making	(DM)	 to	 guide	 sequential	 operative	 manoeuvres	 should	 be	 considered	 safety-critical	 skills.	 Yet,	 whilst	 there	 has	 been	 a	 systematic	 focus	 on	 training	 and	assessment	 of	 technical	 skills,	 research	 pertaining	 to	 surgical	 cognition	 in	general2,	 3	 and	 operative	 situational	 awareness4	 or	 DM	 more	 specifically5	 are	scant,	 possibly	 due	 to	 the	 challenges	 associated	 with	 investigating	 complex	executive	functions6.				Operative	 DM	 can	 be	 simplified	 as	 a	 continuous	 cycle	 of	 monitoring	 and	 SA,	appropriate	 action	 taking	 and	 outcome	 evaluation	 to	 update	 and	 improve	 the	operator’s	DM	system6.	As	illustrated	in	Figure	1,	within	this	model	exist	a	range	of	 DM	 strategies	 that	 can	 be	 actioned	 depending	 upon	 the	 available	 time,	perceived	risk	to	the	patient	and	experience	of	the	operator.	For	example,	expert	surgeons	 encountering	 a	 familiar	 operative	 scene	 are	 anticipated	 to	 engage	 a	
recognition-primed	 approach	 to	 select	 solutions	 from	 memory.	 Conversely,	residents	 with	 limited	 domain	 experience	 are	 hypothesised	 to	 associate	operative	scenes	with	a	set	of	action	rules	known	as	“habit	learning”	(or	habitual	DM	which	involves	learning	the	value	of	actions	in	different	states	of	the	world),	or	to	use	analytical	DM	to	compare	and	contrast	the	perceived	risks,	associated	with	a	range	of	possible	solutions	(e.g.	‘dissect’	versus	‘divide’),	known	as	“goal-directed	learning”	(or	goal-directed	DM	which	involves	explicit	knowledge	of	the	
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action-outcome	contingencies)7,	8.	Furthermore,	 for	 the	expert	 trainer	guiding	a	resident	 through	an	 intervention,	SA	also	 involves	assessments	of	 the	 trainee’s	DM	system,	allowing	the	procedure	to	 flow	where	trainer-resident	DM	appears	congruent	 but	 importantly	 knowing	when	 to	 veto	 incorrect	 decisions	 and	 take	back	control.	The	latter	often	relies	on	an	incongruent	behavioural	trigger	or	cue	such	as	the	resident	inserting	a	pair	of	scissors	when	the	trainer	perceives	that	more	 dissection	 is	 required.	 Experimentally,	 surgical	 simulation	 facilitates	manipulation	 of	 behavioural	 cues,	 which	 can	 be	 covertly	 introduced	 as	 an	“unconscious	prime”	to	investigate	the	impact	they	may	have	on	trainer	DM.			Critically,	 expertise	 in	 operative	 DM	 is	 unlikely	 to	 be	 revealed	 in	 behavioural	responses	 such	 as	 action	 selection	 or	 choice	 of	 operative	 manoeuvres	 per	 se	since	 the	 internal	 rumination	 of	 “what	 to	do	next”	 in	 surgery	 does	 not	 have	 a	behavioural	 correlate	 that	 can	be	 linearly	mapped.	 	 Instead,	we	anticipate	 that	disparities	in	intra-operative	DM	manifest	as	differences	in	the	internal	decision	systems	 and	 cognitive	 strategies	 operators’	 employ.	 Therefore,	 the	 scientific	challenge	 is	 how	 to	 reliably	 interrogate	 surgeons	 to	 unveil	 operative	 DM	strategy.	 Whilst	 post-event	 interviewing	 of	 surgeons	 provides	 a	 degree	 of	insight5,	9,	10	 the	 approach	 is	 time-consuming,	 subjective	 and	 cannot	 be	 used	 to	anchor	 residents’	 progress	 through	 training.	 An	 alternative	 strategy	 is	 to	capitalise	 on	 developments	 in	 non-invasive	 functional	 neuroimaging	technologies	to	monitor	operator	brain	 function	during	operative	 interventions	on	 the	basis	 that	 the	magnitude	or	pattern	of	cortical	 response	correlates	with	the	decision	system	utilised.					
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Following	 local	 regional	 ethical	 approval	 (LREC:	 05/Q0403/142),	 22	 healthy	individuals	were	 recruited	 from	 Imperial	 College	 London	 and	 Imperial	 College	Healthcare	NHS	Trust.	Participants	were	subdivided	into	three	groups	according	to	 prior	 operative	 expertise	 in	 laparoscopic	 cholecystectomy	 as	 follows:	 10	medical	students	[mean	age	±	SD	(years)	=	22.40	±0.97]	with	no	prior	experience	of	 laparoscopy	 were	 classified	 as	 ‘novices’.	 7	 participants	 were	 ‘residents’	enrolled	in	specialty	training	schemes	[mean	age	±	SD	(years)	32.14	±	1.77]	and	had	prior	experience	of	assisting	on	laparoscopic	cholecystectomy	or	performing	the	 procedure	 under	 supervision.	 Finally,	 5	 attendings	 were	 classified	 as	‘experts’	[mean	age	±	SD	(years)	=	32.14	±	1.77]	on	the	basis	of	more	than	100	independent	 laparoscopic	 cholecystectomies.	 A	 history	 of	 neuropsychiatric	disorders	was	 an	 exclusion	 criterion	 (n=0)	 and	 all	 participants	 were	 asked	 to	refrain	 from	 alcohol	 and	 caffeine	 for	 24hours	 given	 the	 known	 effects	 on	cerebral	haemodynamics21.	
	
Task	and	Training	
Prior	to	the	experiment,	all	subjects	were	provided	with	a	training	session	that	included	 an	 overview	 of	 the	 operative	 anatomy	 and	 principles	 of	 laparoscopic	cholecystectomy	as	well	as	the	operative	steps	(i.e.	Calot’s	dissection,	clipping	of	cystic	artery	and	duct,	etc).	Following	training,	subjects’	were	asked	to	complete	a	 short	 test	 that	 posed	 questions	 to	 test	 knowledge	 and	 understanding	 of	 the	
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operative	 anatomy	 and	 procedural	 flow	 of	 laparoscopic	 cholecystectomy	 (see	questionnaire	supplementary	appendix).	Failure	 to	achieve	perfect	score	 in	 the	test	 led	 to	 exclusion	 (n=0).	 Following	 successful	 test	 completion,	 subjects	proceeded	to	the	DM	experiment.		
	
Operative	Decision-Making	Paradigm	Experimental	Set-up		




As	illustrated	in	Figure	2b,	a	block	design	experiment	was	conducted	comprising	twelve	 sequential	 blocks,	 each	 comprising	 episodes	 of	 “rest”,	 and	 three	 stimuli	identified	as	“video	review”,	“decision”	and	“certainty”.	During	rest	periods	(30s)	subjects	were	seated	asked	to	place	their	hands	on	a	table	and	regard	a	fixation	cross.	During	video	review	subjects	were	instructed	to	pay	close	attention	to	the	operative	video	clip	(10s)	with	a	view	to	reporting	the	next	operative	manoeuvre	upon	video	termination.	 	During	decision	episodes	a	slide	was	presented	to	the	subject	 as	 an	 aide	memoire	 of	 the	 surgical	 options	 (e.g.	 dissect	 further,	 divide	cystic	artery,	convert	to	open,	etc)	and	subjects	verbally	reported	their	decision	(10s).	Finally,	 subjects	reported	decision	certainty	(10s).	Before	progression	 to	the	 next	 video	 clip,	 a	 post	 trial	 rest	 period	 (30s)	 was	 introduced	 to	 enable	cortical	 haemodynamics	 to	 return	 to	 baseline.	 	 Cortical	 activity	was	measured	throughout	using	fNIRS-based	Optical	Topography	(OT)	which	converts	changes	in	light	levels	into	changes	in	cortical	haemodynamics22	and	therefore	monitors	the	 haemodynamic	 response	 to	 neuronal	 activation	 (“neurovascular	 coupling	principle”23.	 The	 typical	 haemodynamic	 response	 to	 neuronal	 activation	comprises	 a	 rise	 in	 oxygenated	 haemoglobin	 (HbO2)	 and	 a	 decrease	 in	deoxygenated	haemoglobin	(HHb).	
	
Functional	Neuroimaging	
Subjects’	 were	 neuro-monitored	 using	 a	 commercial	 OT	 system	 (ETG-4000,	Hitachi	 Medical	 Corp.,	 Japan).	 OT	 is	 a	 portable,	 non-invasive	 technique	 that	 is	
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resistant	 to	 motion	 artefact	 and	 has	 been	 successfully	 used	 in	 the	 study	 of	technical	skills	across	the	field	of	surgery24	2,	25-27.	Multichannel	OT	is	a	technique	that	 measures	 changes	 in	 light	 levels	 across	 multiple	 cortical	 locations	simultaneously.	 Light	 is	 shone	 on	 to	 the	 subject’s	 scalp	 (700-900nm)	 and	attenuated	light	is	detected	by	neighbouring	photodiode	detectors.	The	modified	Beer-Lambert	 Law28	 was	 used	 to	 compute	 relative	 changes	 in	 haemoglobin	concentration	at	multiple	locations	between	emitters	and	detectors	(referred	to	as	 ‘channels’).	 Here,	 15	 optodes	 (emitters	 /	 detectors)	 were	 deployed	 30mm	apart	in	a	5	x	3	flexible	plastic	array	positioned	according	to	the	10-20	system	of	electrode	 placement29	 to	 monitor	 haemodynamic	 change	 across	 the	 PFC,	 as	illustrated	 in	 Fig.	 2b.	 NIR	 light	 at	 695	 and	 830nm	was	 emitted	 from	 8	 optical	fibre	 sources	 and	detected	 by	 7	 neighbouring	 avalanche	photodiode	detectors,	resulting	 in	 22	 different	 measuring	 channels.	 Probes	 were	 fastened	 into	 C-shaped	metallic	holders	and	the	entire	array	was	secured	to	the	operator’s	scalp	using	surgical	bandage	(Surgifix,	Colorline,	Italy)	as	highlighted	in	Fig.	2b.		
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Functional	 neuroimaging	 data	 was	 analysed	 using	 the	 Imperial	 College	Neuroimaging	Analysis	(ICNA),	a	bespoke	software	package	programmed	using	Matlab	 (Mathworks,	 USA).	 Raw	 optical	 data	was	 subject	 to	 integrity	 checks	 to	eliminate	 instrumentation	 noise,	 system	 drift,	 optode	 mirroring	 and	 apparent	non-recording	as	well	as	to	increase	signal	to	noise	ratio21.	Data	was	decimated	and	linearly	de-trended	and	relative	changes	in	light	intensities	were	converted	into	 changes	 in	 haemoglobin	 concentration	 using	 the	 modified	 Beer-Lambert	Law28.		
	
For	 a	 given	 experience	 group,	 haemodynamic	 time	 courses	were	 produced	 for	each	of	the	22	channels	and	visually	inspected	to	identify	areas	consistent	with	activation	 i.e.	 increases	 in	 HbO2	 or	 decreases	 in	 HHb,	 and	 confirmed	 using	 a	statistical	 channel-based	 analytical	 framework	 referred	 to	 as	 the	 “activation	matrix”.	Activity	matrices	were	constructed	by	assessing	task-induced	changes	in	both	HbO2	and	HHb.	For	each	channel,	average	baseline	rest	Hb	data	(5s	of	data	prior	to	stimulus	onset)	was	compared	to	average	trial	Hb	data	(17s	of	data,	2s	following	stimulus	onset)	using	the	Wilcoxon	Sign	Rank	test.	Channels	displaying	statistically	 significant	 (p<0.05)	 increases	 in	 HbO2	 coupled	 to	 statistically	significant	 (p<0.05)	 decreases	 in	 HHb	 were	 considered	 activated.	 Conversely,	channels	displaying	the	opposing	trend	were	considered	deactivated.	 	Channels	in	 which	 directional	 changes	 in	 Hb	 species	 were	 commensurate	 with	 either	activation	or	deactivation	but	 for	which	only	one	Hb	species	reached	statistical	threshold	were	termed	‘activation	or	deactivation	trends’.		
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Regarding	 channels	 displaying	 activation	 or	 activation	 trends,	 a	 new	 variable	termed	 “∆Hb”	 was	 computed	 to	 compare	 the	 magnitude	 of	 cortical	haemodynamic	 changes	 between	 experience	 groups.	 For	 each	 channel	 and	 Hb	species,	∆Hb	represented	the	difference	between	rest	Hb	data	and	stimulus	Hb	data	 (i.e.	 ∆Hb	 =	 ∆	 stimulus	Hb	 -	 ∆	 rest	 Hb).	 Here,	 rest	 data	was	 calculated	 by	averaging	the	 last	5s	of	each	rest	period	prior	to	the	video	presentation,	whilst	stimulus	data	 represented	 the	 average	of	 17s	 epochs	 commencing	2s	 after	 the	stimulus	 onset.	 For	 a	 given	 channel,	 ∆Hb	data	was	 compared	between	novices	and	 operators	 with	 either	 prior	 laparoscopic	 training	 or	 real	 operative	experience	(i.e.	 residents	and	attendings	combined)	using	 the	Mann	Whitney	U	test.	 	 ∆Hb	 data	were	 further	 grand	 averaged	 across	 DLPFC	 channels	 to	 obtain	individual	proxy	indicators	of	brain	activity	(thus	allowing	one	observation	per-trial	 per-individual).	 Finally,	 a	 Generalized	 Linear	 Mixed	 Model	 (GLMM)	 was	computed	 across	 and	 within	 each	 expertise	 group,	 using	 grand	 averaged	 ∆Hb	data,	with	∆	HbO2	and	∆	HHb	–	as	the	dependent	variable;	and	priming	condition	(primed	vs.	unprimed)	as	fixed	effects	(within-subject	factor);	and	subjects,	trial	number,	and	stimulus	as	random	effects.		
	
Stress	Data	





	7	 female	 and	 15	male	 subjects	 participated.	 No	 significant	 gender	 distribution	differences	 (χ2	 =	 1.45,	 p=0.483),	 or	 differences	 in	 handedness	 (χ2	 =	 5.87,	p=0.209)	were	identified	between	the	groups.	Participant’s	ages	ranged	from	21	to	51	years	and	experts	were	significantly	older	than	residents	[mean	age	±	SD	(years):	attendings	=	36.20	±	8.79,	residents	=	32.14	±	1.77,	p<0.05]	and	novices	[mean	 age	 ±	 SD	 (years)	 =	 attendings	 =	 36.20	 ±	 8.79,	 novices	 =	 22.40	 ±0.97,	p<0.05].	
	
Operative	Decision	Certainty	









Activation	matrices	for	unprimed	stimuli	are	illustrated	by	operator	expertise	in	Figure	 4	 (panel	 a)	 (see	 supplementary	 material	 for	 full	 statistical	 analysis).	
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Regarding	operative	video	review,	a	greater	number	of	PFC	channels	displayed	activation	 trends	 amongst	 novices	 than	 residents	 and	 attendings	 (activation	trends:	novices	=	14/12,	residents	=	4/22,	and	attendings	=	4/22).	 In	addition,	whilst	 amongst	 residents	 and	 attendings	 activation	 was	 observed	 across	bilateral	 DLPFC,	 activation	 amongst	 novices	 was	 predominantly	 ventromedial.	During	 decision-making	 trials,	 activated	 DLPFC	 channels	 (i.e.	 statistically	significant	changes	in	both	HbO2	and	HHb	species)	were	only	observed	amongst	novices	 whereas	 activation	 trends	 were	 observed	 across	 bilateral	 DLPFC	channels	 amongst	 residents	 and	 attendings	 (residents	 =	 right	 DLPFC=	 4	channels,	 left	 DLPFC	 =	 4	 channels,	 attendings	 =	 right	DLPFC	 =	 2	 channels,	 left	DLPFC	 =	 3	 channels).	 Ventromedial	 activation	 trends	 were	 observed	 solely	amongst	novices	during	DM	trials.		
	
Table	 3	 highlights	 comparisons	 between	 operators	 in	 ∆Hb	 data	 during	 DM	stimuli	for	bilateral	DLPFC	channels.	DM	associated	changes	in	cortical	HbO2	and	HHb	 were	 substantially	 greater	 amongst	 novices	 versus	 operators	 with	 prior	laparoscopic	cholecystectomy	experience.	As	illustrated	in	Figure	5	and	Table	1,	trends	 toward	 significantly	 greater	 activation	 responses	 in	 novices	 versus	residents	 and	 attendings	 were	 observed	 in	 multiple	 bilateral	 DLPFC	 channels	(∆HbO2:	right	DLPFC	channel	22,	∆HHb:	right	DLPFC	channel	5	and	13,	and	 left	DLPFC	 channel	 10).	 However,	 a	 between-group	 GLMM	 model	 did	 not	demonstrate	an	 independent	effect	of	expertise	[∆HbO2: F(2,786)=0.56,	p=.569;	∆HHb:	F(2,786)=	0.04,	p=.957].		
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Table	4	presents	within-group	GLMM	results	 including	 the	model’s	 coefficients	for	 the	 effect	 of	 the	 fixed	 factor	 (priming),	 which	 reveal	 the	 direction	 and	significance	of	the	effects.	Overall,	the	priming	effect	was	observed	only	for	HbO2	in	novices	–	the	significant	negative	coefficient	implies	that	the	priming	reduced	∆HbO2	across	the	DLPFC.	
	
Primed	Decisions		
As	highlighted	in	the	averaged	Hb	time	course	curves	in	Figure	6,	in	general,	PFC	responses	during	operative	DM	were	less	apparent	in	the	primed	versus	the	un-primed	 condition.	 Indeed,	 regardless	 of	 expertise,	 priming	 did	 not	 lead	 to	statistically	 significant	 activation	 either	 during	 video	 review	 or	 during	 DM	stimuli.	 Rather	 during	 video	 review,	 an	 inverse	 relationship	 was	 identified	between	deactivation	trends	and	operator	expertise	(deactivated	channel	trends:	novices	 	 =	 1/22,	 residents	 =	 4/22,	 and	 attendings	 =	 5/22).	 During	 DM	 trials,	bilateral	 DLPFC	 activation	 trends	 were	 identified	 in	 novices	 and	 residents,	whereas	 no	 significant	 cortical	 haemodynamic	 change	 was	 apparent	 amongst	attendings.	 	
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Discussion		In	 this	 study,	 expertise	 related	 differences	 in	 intra-operative	DM	performance,	consistency	and	certainty	have	been	 investigated,	and	DM	strategies	have	been	exposed	 using	 functional	 neuroimaging.	 	 As	was	 hypothesised,	 expert	 DM	was	characterised	 by	 superior	 quality	 decisions,	 greater	 confidence	 in	 DM,	 and	 a	willingness	 to	 challenge	 apparent	 decisions	 made	 by	 another	 operator.	Furthermore,	 novice	 DM	 in	 the	 face	 of	 uncertainty	 (i.e.	 absence	 of	 the	behavioural	 cue	 or	 prime)	 was	 manifest	 as	 greater	 dorsolateral,	 ventrolateral	and	 medial	 PFC	 activations	 suggesting	 a	 need	 for	 greater	 attention,	concentration	 and	mental	 effort	 during	DM.	 The	 introduction	 of	 a	 behavioural	trigger	 that	 revealed	 the	 operator’s	 next	 operative	 decision	 prompted	attenuation	 of	 prefrontal	 activation	 amongst	 novices	 and	 deactivation	 trends	amongst	residents	and	attendings.			Emerging	evidence	has	indicated	neural	interactions	between	habitual	and	goal-directed	DM32.	 Transition	 from	goal-orientated	 to	habitual	DM	 is	 likely	 to	 take	place	during	 the	 acquisition	of	 expertise	 in	 surgical	DM.	This	 is	 because	habits	require	 extensive	 experience	 including	 schedules	 of	 reinforcement	 involving	single	 actions	 and	 single	 outcomes,	 indicating	 that	 behaviour	must	 be	 initially	goal-directed	before	gradually	becoming	habitual	over	the	course	of	experience.	Therefore,	 the	 observed	 increased	 in	 confidence	 and	 quality	 of	 expert	laparoscopists’	DM	likely	reflects	years	of	repeated	exposure	to	similar	operative	scenes	 and	 reflection	 regarding	 the	 outcomes	 of	 their	 own	 DM,	 as	 well	 as	observation	 of	 resident	 DM.	 Habitual	 DM	 presents	 stimulus-response	associations	 learned	 through	 repeated	 practice	 and	 rewards	 in	 a	 stable	
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environment33.	 Habits	 are	 implemented	 in	 the	 subcortical	 structures-	 the	dorsolateral	 striatum	 and	 dopamine	 neurons	 into	 this	 area,	 arriving	 from	substantia	nigra	and	the	ventral	 tegmental	area,	are	 important	 for	 learning	 the	value	 of	 habitual	 actions	 and	 stimulus-response	 representations	 can	 also	 be	encoded	 in	 cortico-thalamic	 loops	 and	 the	 infralimbic	 (medial)	 prefrontal	cortex32.	 	 Hence	 the	 relative	 DLPFC	 and	 MPFC	 redundancy	 during	 expert	 DM	reflects	 the	 establishment	 of	 patterns	 of	 habitual	 DM,	 which	 is	 stable	 and	repetitive	with	similar	cues,	actions	and	rewards.			Conversely,	 the	 observed	 prefrontal	 activation	 response	 amongst	 novices	suggests	 a	 goal-directed	 intra-operative	 DM	 approach.	 Goal-directed	 DM	 is	implemented	in	different	parts	of	the	frontal	lobe,	concentrating	on	the	anterior	cingulate	and	orbitofrontal	cortex,	but	also	subsuming	mechanisms	 localised	 in	hippocampus	 and	 dorsomedial	 striatum16.	 Goal-directed	 decisions	 and	 actions	are	 implemented	 predominantly	 in	 networks	 that	 mediate	 declarative	expectations	of	 future	outcomes	and	conscious	planning11,	34.	Three	main	areas	in	the	prefrontal	cortex	are	used	in	DM	processes,	which	interact	with	each	other	and	 with	 subcortical	 brain	 regions	 18,	35-37.	 The	 orbitofrontal	 cortex	 (OFC)	 has	ramifications	 with	 the	 limbic	 system	 and	 plays	 an	 important	 role	 in	 reward-based	 and	 emotional	 DM18,	 36,	 38,	 39.	 Effortful	 decisions	 depending	 on	 working	memory	and	those	that	involve	reasoning	cause	recruitment	of	the	dorsolateral	prefrontal	 cortex	 (DLPFC)18-20	 and	 the	 anterior	 cingulate	 cortex	 (ACC)36,	40,	41.	Moreover,	studies	from	patients	with	frontal	lobe	lesions	confirm	the	importance	of	 the	 DLPFC	 in	 planning,	 strategic	 development,	 cognitive	 flexibility	 and	working	 memory35,	 36,	 42.	 Decisions	 requiring	 cross-reference	 to	 the	 decision	
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maker’s	value	system,	incorporation	of	long-term	or	contextual	information	and	decisions	 made	 under	 uncertainty	 are	 known	 to	 burden	 the	 DLPFC18,	 37,	 43-45.	Finally,	 goal-directed	PFC	decision-making	 specifically	 involves	 the	ACC	during	highly	 ambiguous	 situations	 in	 which	 the	 decision	 maker	 perceives	 several	conflicting	options	and	a	high	likelihood	of	error36,	37,	which	also	may	explain	the	relative	PFC	redundancy	amongst	novices	during	primed	intra-operative	DM.		It	 is	 interesting	 to	 note	 that	 when	 faced	 with	 an	 apparent	 decision	 made	 by	another	 operator	 (i.e.	 during	 surgical	 cues	 /	 behavioural	 primes),	 novices	infrequently	challenge	the	decision,	possibly	considering	it	to	be	the	correct	next	operative	move.	Whilst	subjects	were	not	informed	as	to	the	operator’s	identity,	novices	may	have	assumed	that	operator	was	an	expert	attending.	We	speculate	that	in	the	minds	of	novices,	this	incorrectly	reduces	uncertainty	and	ambiguity	and	prompts	them	to	accept	the	observed	decision.		This	acceptance	appears	to	manifest	 as	 a	 comparative	 prefrontal	 disengagement	 and	 lack	 of	 attention	 and	concentration	that	was	previously	required	for	intra-operative	DM	under	greater	uncertainty,	 i.e.	 when	what	 to	 do	 next	 was	 not	 obvious.	 	 Furthermore,	 expert	surgeons	 primed	 with	 the	 salient	 cues	 during	 familiar	 operative	 scenes	automatically	make	 the	 associated	decision	without	 further	 thought,	 hence	 the	lack	of	activation	in	goal-directed	decision	regions.			In	 summary,	 attendings’	 DM	 is	 characterised	 by	 greater	 certainty,	 improved	alignment	with	an	expert	reference	panel,	and	reduced	reliance	on	the	prefrontal	lobe	 suggesting	 mature	 habitual	 responses.	 Prefrontal	 excitation	 observed	 in	
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novices	 implies	 that	 the	 transition	 from	 trainee	 to	 expert	 is	 coupled	 with	 a	switch	from	goal	orientated	to	recognition	based	DM.			
Limitations		A	number	of	limitations	of	this	study	should	be	acknowledged.	The	nature	of	the	experimental	 paradigm	 and	 time	 required	 for	 each	 subject	 (e.g.	 approximately	one	hour	per	subject	 for	training,	OT	probe	placement,	 task	 familiarisation	and	experiment)	limited	the	recruitment	of	attendings.	Whilst	script	concordance	is	a	valid	measure	of	agreement	with	panel	consensus,	it	does	not	necessarily	follow	that	the	operative	decisions	made	by	attendings	or	indeed	the	expert	panel	were	all	 “correct”.	 Indeed,	 the	 concept	 of	 a	 single	 correct	 next	 operative	 decision	 is	challenging	 to	 validate	 and	 it	 is	 more	 likely	 that	 for	 a	 given	 scenario	 one	 of	several	 options	 are	 safe.	 This	 notwithstanding,	 the	 aim	 was	 to	 explore	 the	internal	cognitive	process	and	cortical	responses	associated	with	operative	DM	and	 these	 are	 not	 influenced	 by	 the	 specific	 decision.	 Put	 simply,	 the	 study	primarily	 sought	 to	 address	 how	 a	 decision	 was	 arrived	 at,	 as	 opposed	 to	whether	 the	 decision	was	 correct	 or	 not.	 	 It	 should	 be	 acknowledged	 that	 the	time	 set	 aside	 for	 DM	 following	 video	 review	 is	 artificial,	 and	 the	 internal	processing	 regarding	 operative	 decisions	 are	 likely	 to	 be	 made	 continually	online.	 However,	 the	 experiment	 was	 designed	 to	 enable	 us	 to	 isolate	 DM	associated	 cortical	 activations,	 which	 would	 not	 have	 been	 feasible	 in	 a	 less	controlled	 experiment.	 Finally,	 we	 accept	 that	 given	 novices	 felt	 less	 stressed	following	 the	experiment,	 stress	 induced	changes	 in	haemodynamics	may	have	contributed	to	our	results.		 	
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	A	 proposed	 two-step	 model	 of	 surgeons’	 intra-operative	 decision-making,	adapted	 from	 Flin	 et	 al6	 to	 incorporate	 a	 research	 hypothesis	 based	 on	 intra-operative	 neuro-monitoring.	 Surgeons	 closely	monitor	 the	 operative	 scene	 (a),	assess	the	operative	anatomy,	and	use	an	appropriate	DM	strategy	(b)	to	select	the	 next	 safest	 operative	 manoeuvre.	 The	 strategy	 employed	 depends	 on	available	 time,	perceived	 risk	 and	operator	 experience.	 	The	hypothesis	 is	 that	experts	 employ	 a	 recognition-primed	 approach,	 whereas	 novices	 ruminate	options	 using	 an	 analytical	 DM	 strategy.	 Within	 a	 neuroimaging	 framework,	surgeons	 are	 monitored	 with	 multichannel	 OT	 such	 that	 at	 each	 DM	 phase	optical	 brain	 data	 is	 acquired,	 and	 subsequently	 processed	 and	 analysed	 to	determine	the	loci	of	greatest	response	from	which	the	DM	system	employed	can	
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Figure	2	(panels	a-b)		(a)		 											Images	 depicting	 different	 phases	 of	 simulated	 laparoscopic	 cholecystectomy	Videos	were	classified	as	either	un-primed	(e.g.	a-d	and	e-h)	that	terminated	at	a	point	where	 the	operator’s	next	manoeuvre	was	not	 apparent	 (d/h)	or	primed	(e.g.	 i-l	and	n-p)	which	revealed	the	operator’s	 intention,	e.g.	 to	clip	or	divide	a	structure	 (l/p).	 	 Examples	 of	 un-primed	 videos	 include	 episodes	 of	 Calot’s	triangle	 dissection	 (a-d)	 or	 gallbladder	 manipulation	 without	 dissection	 (e-h),	following	which	further	dissection	would	be	required	in	both	cases	before	cystic	duct	and	artery	could	be	safely	clipped	and	 ligated.	Examples	of	primed	 videos	include	sequences	of	clipping	and	dividing	the	cystic	duct	(i-l)	or	the	cystic	artery	(n-p).	At	termination	of	these	primed	video	sequences,	the	operator’s	decision	to	divide	 the	 structure	 is	 both	 clear	 and	 incorrect	 (i.e.	 clips	placed	 too	 low	down	near	 the	common	bile	duct	 (i-l),	and	clipping	of	 the	cystic	duct	should	proceed	division	of	the	cystic	artery	(n-p).		
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(b)			 																						Experimental	 task	 set	 up.	 Subjects	were	 seated	 at	 a	 table	 and	 observed	 video	sequences	 of	 simulated	 laparoscopic	 cholecystectomy.	 The	 experiment	 was	delivered	as	a	block	design,	with	 repeated	episodes	of	 rest	 	 (30s)	 interspersed	with	 trial	 blocks	 that	 were	 comprised	 of	 three	 sub-stimuli,	 namely:	 video	 clip	review	 (10s),	 operative	 decision-making	 (10s)	 and	 certainty	 ratings	 (10s).	During	 rest	 periods	 subjects	 observed	 the	 fixation	 cross,	 during	 video	 review	they	 observed	 a	 certain	 phase	 of	 laparoscopic	 cholecystectomy	 and	 during	decision	making	 trials	 they	 viewed	 the	 video’s	 final	 image	 and	were	 asked	 to	report	 the	next	 safest	operative	maneouvre.	Finally,	 they	were	asked	 to	 report	the	certainty	or	confidence	in	their	decision-making.		Video	clips	were	classified	either	 primed	 or	 un-primed	 as	 to	 whether	 the	 operator’s	 next	 move	 was	declarative	or	not.	The	 sequence	 to	which	 subjects	were	 exposed	 to	 these	 two	conditions	was	random.		In	total,	subjects	were	exposed	to	12	trial	blocks	whilst	multichannel	OT	monitored	changes	in	cortical	haemodynamic	change	across	22	channels	 (yellow	 numbered	 squares)	 positioned	 across	 the	 dorsolateral,	ventrolateral	and	medial	prefrontal	cortex.	
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Figure	3			
































	Within	 group	 analysis	 of	 stress	 and	 anxiety	 as	 measured	 using	 the	 STAI	instrument.	 STAI	 data	 are	median	 (IQR)	 and	 are	 provided	 or	 each	 experience	group	and	experimental	phase	i.e.:	prior	to	(PRE),	during	(INTRA)	and	following	the	 experiment	 (POST).	 Within	 group	 analysis	 (WSR)	 was	 conducted	 and	significant	p-values	are	highlighted	in	bold.				 	
Expertise	 Phase	 WSR	PRE	 INTRA	 POST	 PRE	vs	INTRA	 INTRA	vs	POST	 PRE	vs	POST	NOVICES	 22.5	(7.5)	 19.0	(3.5)	 22.5	(3.5)	 .191	 .011	 .397	RESIDENTS	 20.0	(7.0)	 20.0	(7.0)	 21.0	(5.0)	 .786	 .197	 .680	ATTENDINGS	 22.0	(14.5)	 22.0	(8.5)	 23.0	(5.5)	 .180	 .109	 .564	
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Expertise	 Age	 Sex	 Handedness	
No.	of	Laparascopic	Cholecystectomies	
Performed	






1	–	highly	uncertain	 1%	 1%	 0%	
2	 9%	 0%	 0%	
3	 23%	 2%	 2%	
4	 33%	 13%	 2%	
5	 22%	 23%	 23%	
6-highly	certain	 11%	 60%	 73%	
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Supplementary	Appendix	I		
Laparoscopic	Cholecystectomy	Post-Training	Assessment			1.) How	many	ports	are	traditionally	used	in	a	laparoscopic	cholecystectomy?	2.) What	structures	make	up	Calot’s	triangle?	3.) Which	two	structures	are	clipped	and	divided	in	order	to	then	be	able	to	dissect	the	gall	bladder	of	the	liver?	4.) Once	you	have	identified	Calot’s	triangle	what	should	you	do	next?	5.) How	many	clips	do	you	put	on	the	cystic	artery	and	cystic	duct?	6.) Indicate	on	the	image	below	where	would	you	cut	the	clipped	structures?			
